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Figure 1: The experiment environment in the head-and-shoulders-video vs 3D-model condition. Participants were placed in
this environment in virtual reality and had to answer trivia questions. The two agents are advisors with pre-recorded scripts.

ABSTRACT
Mixed-reality systems provide a number of different ways of rep-
resenting users to each other in collaborative scenarios. There is
an obvious tension between using media such as video for remote
users compared to representations as avatars. This paper includes
two experiments (total n = 80) on user trust when exposed to two of
three different user representations in an immersive virtual reality
environment that also acts as a simulation of typical augmented
reality simulations: full body video, head and shoulder video and
an animated 3D model. These representations acted as advisors in
a trivia quiz. By evaluating trust through advisor selection and self-
report, we found only minor differences between representations,
but a strong effect of perceived advisor expertise. Unlike prior work,
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we did not find the 3D model scored poorly on trust, perhaps as a
result of greater congruence within an immersive context.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The formation of trust is an important part of interpersonal inter-
actions [24]. It has been demonstrated that the media over which
communication takes place affects that communication, and trust
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formation in particular [10, 26, 31]. As we increasingly rely on ‘me-
diated’ communication, it becomes more important to understand
the effects of the media we use.

While there have long been critiques of the effectiveness of video
for remote communication [11], the recent pandemic has raised
awareness of its shortcomings [2]. In mixed-reality communications
we have the potential to spatially arrange participants to alleviate
some of the burden of attention to a single screen (see Section 2.1).
We also have the ability to represent the remote users using video
or avatar representations. These options come with different ad-
vantages and disadvantages including ease of capture, faithfulness
to current appearance and expressive power with respect to the
shared environment.

In this paper we are particularly interested in scenarios where a
remote person has to give specific advice to a user.We are motivated
by the need driven by systems such as Hololens1 where a user might
bring in a remote person for consultation. The representation of
the remote person might significantly affect the user’s ability to
build trust with and collaborate with them.

We performed two experiments to investigate how a user de-
velops trust with an agent representing a remote expert: a remote
(Online) experiment and an in-the-lab (In-Person) experiment. In
both experiments participants had to answer hard trivia questions,
and they could ask advice from one of two potential advisors who
were represented in different ways. The Online experiment was
designed for in-the-wild data gathering [37], without direct con-
tact with the experimenters. There are difficulties in performing
augmented reality studies with this approach. Augmented reality
head-mounted displays are less common than virtual reality dis-
plays, and provide less consistent results; we cannot be sure of the
participant’s room layout, environment lighting and so on, and
variability in these environmental factors can heavily impact how
the experiment components are displayed to participants [14]. We
instead ran both experiments on virtual reality devices and aimed to
keep the virtual environment believable, so that along with virtual
reality, the results may also be applicable to pass-through aug-
mented reality. The main difference between the trials is the Online
study was run un-monitored with a short protocol, and thus was
not too long for participants, whereas the In-Person experiment
used a refined and longer protocol (see Section 3).

For experiment design we adapt prior work which looks at
trust through the lens of user-advisor relationships [21, 29, 30, 32].
We compare three representations for our advisors: a head-and-
shoulders video, as is typical when video-conferencing; a full-body
video, as used in some augmented reality applications2, additionally
standing-in for a high-fidelity generated model of a user as in some
virtual reality applications3; and a lower-fidelity 3D model. The
design is kept intentionally similar to prior work [29, 32], as we aim
to see how well these earlier studies can be replicated in immersive
virtual reality, and whether we observe any differences due to the
change in medium.

We measure trust both behaviourally through the rate of advice
sought from a given advisor, and through participants’ self-report
in post-questionnaires. Based on prior work, we hypothesize:
1https://microsoft.com/hololens
2https://beem.me
3https://spatial.io

H1 Full-body videowill promptmore trust than head-and-shoulders
video [45]

H2 Video will prompt more trust than the 3D model [29, 32]
H3 Participants will gradually come to trust the expert advisor

regardless of representation [29, 32]
We found some evidence in support of H1, and strong evidence

to support H3. However, we found very little evidence to support
H2, perhaps as a 3D model appears more congruent in an immer-
sive virtual environment than in the on-screen windows used in
previous studies.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Collaborative Mixed Reality
The area of collaborative mixed reality dates back to early work
in simulators, teleoperators and virtual reality systems from 1990s
and earlier [35, 38]. The ability to represent users to each other, and
thus have a notion of shared embodiment in a space has thus long
attracted attention within the field of human-computer interaction
[5]. By representing a user as an avatar in a virtual environment,
other viewers of the space can very rapidly understand that user’s
situation and intentions as they can exploit a lifetime of learning
how to interpret human movement and expression in everyday
situations. This then leads to a shared sense of co-presence between
users [9] and this has significant impacts on short and long-term
behaviours of users [33].

One key determinant of the impact of avatars is their visual
appearance and behaviour complexity [3]. While it is possible to
create very high quality humans with complex behaviours [22], a
lot of recent systems have used low realism characters that might be
cartoony or caricature in nature [13, 19]. There is a tension between
making characters realistic but avoiding uncanniness of representa-
tion [20]. Thus, as we discuss in Section 2.2, one option that avoids
uncanniness is to use video representations when available.

While the previous systems have mostly focused on desktop
or immersive virtual reality, collaborative augmented reality or
mixed reality has also been explored at great length, but mostly in a
laboratory setting given the nature of the devices [7, 8]. A number
of recent surveys outline the different ways of considering how to
categorise different types of mixed-reality where different users
might have different interfaces and/or be represented to each other
in different ways [12, 23, 34].

Recently researchers have started looking directly at the effect
avatar representation has on users of collaborative augmented real-
ity [45]. In that paper Yoon et al. compare different virtual avatar
representations: head and hands, upper body and full-body avatars.
They found that the full body avatar was perceived as best. Our
study will follow this finding for the 3D avatar cases.

2.2 Video Avatars
Given the varied responses to avatars, many systems have sup-
ported video representations of users within shared virtual envi-
ronment. An early demonstration was in the DIVE system [5] or in
the real-time 3D reconstruction system of Ohya et al. [28].

One of the challenges with 2D video avatar representations is
that eye gaze directions are not faithfully preserved so that multiple
viewers might infer subtly different gaze behaviour [26]. This then

https://microsoft.com/hololens
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might reduce the types of cue that viewers can rely on to interpret
their collaborator’s non-verbal behaviour [39]. Moving into AR or
VR for a single viewer does allow the system to alleviate some of the
effects, by, for example, facing the video avatar towards the user. In
our experimental system described later, video avatar will directly
face the experiment participant, so as to alleviate this problem. This
also means that we do not, in this work, deal with the need for
volumetric or other 3D representations.

2.3 Trust in Telecommunications
Developing trust is an important part of social interaction [24].
In face-to-face interactions, nonverbal cues, encompassing both
visual cues like eye contact and head nods, and audio cues such
as pitch, hold significant influence over how trustworthiness is
perceived. These cues not only provide insights into an individ-
ual’s background, including their education and origins, but also
reveal intrinsic qualities like sincerity and confidence [43]. Several
theories, including social presence theory [9, 27], cues-filtered-out
theory [42], media richness theory [18], and social information
processing theory [41], have explored the role of communication
bandwidth and nonverbal cues. There is a general consensus that
the loss or degradation of nonverbal channels in media affects users’
perception of trustworthiness.

With video avatars, the most obvious cause of loss in nonverbal
channels is the quality of the video. Horn et al. found a nonlin-
ear relationship between quality of video and user performance
at lie detection performance [16]. While some video degradation
impaired performance, performance improved with low quality
video suggesting that users were paying more attention to the au-
dio. Bekkering & Shim investigated the effect of eye contact in
video-mediated communication on trust [4]. Videos that did not
support eye contact resulted in lower perceived trust than videos
that enabled eye contact. Nguyen & Canny showed that in group
conferencing situations, the spatial arrangement of the conferenc-
ing environment affected trust in videoconferencing [26]. They
reported that gaze support and awareness were the main influenc-
ing factors on trust.

One source of potential bias in telecommunications systems is
the relative scale and height of representations of users. In the
second of a seminal pair of studies about the Proteus Effect, Yee
& Bailensen showed that avatars represented as taller acted more
confidently [44]. Huang et al. found that if a video conferencing
system makes a person look relatively taller, that person has more
social impact [17]. In our own experiments we will make sure that
apparent height is the same by matching agent eye-lines.

A number of studies have compared the response to video or 3D
modelled avatars with mixed results. Bente et al. found that video
and avatars were treated similarly, but this was in a task where
the users were in pairs and just facing each other in a fairly con-
strained situation [6]. Abdullah et al. compared multi-way video
conferencing in a manner similar to typical Zoom or Teams-style
arrangement of windows, against embodied avatar representations
in virtual reality [1]. They note that users with embodied avatars
had different patterns of communication than video conferencing,
in particular more social connection maintenance was seen in video.

Figure 2: The experiment environment at the questionnaire
stage. The participant is being asked to evaluate a full-body-
video advisor

Similarly, in a study comparing avatars, video and robotic embodi-
ment, Pan & Steed found that avatars were perceived as worse than
video or robot embodiment [29]. Appearance of agents may not
be the only factor; Torre et al. found that altering outward cues of
emotions had only a small impact on trust when compared with
differences in the agent’s behaviour [40].

A number of papers have explored trust by examining how users
follow advice given [21, 29, 30, 32]. We will build upon this work in
our experiment. But the general idea is that rather than questioning
users about their attitudes towards or beliefs about other users, we
measure a user’s objective responses to them by asking them to
follow advice.

3 METHOD
We performed two experiments on the topic of trust in agent
representation. The experimental design was influenced by prior
work [21, 29, 30, 32]. Our experiments were designed in part to
determine whether the findings from these earlier works could be
replicated with current technology in an immersive context. The
two experiments (Online and In-Person) have slightly different de-
signs that build on the core described in this section. See Section 4
for these differences.

3.1 Experiment Design
3.1.1 Protocol. Participants were placed in a virtual environment
and asked a series of difficult trivia questions (13 for the Online
experiment, 32 for the In-Person experiment). For each question,
participants could ask one of two advisors for help (optionally one
advisor in the Online experiment, exactly one in the In-Person
experiment). Participants then selected an answer and were pre-
sented with the next question. Participants could select advisors
and answers by pointing their controller and pulling the trigger.
The environment, position of advisors and question panel can be
seen in Figures 1 and 2. Advisors were placed 2m away at a 15
degree angle from the participant.

After the final question, a screen popped up to inform the par-
ticipant that the experiment was now over. Participants were then
asked to fill out three questionnaires in VR. Participants answered
the questionnaire in the same environment as the trivia quiz, with
the same interaction mechanism. All questions were on a seven
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point Likert scale. First, the leftmost advisor was shown, and a
questionnaire panel appeared with 6 questions on trust (e.g., “I was
well informed by this adviser”). Second, both advisors were hidden,
and the participant answered three questions from the Slater-Usoh-
Steed presence questionnaire [36]. Finally, the rightmost advisor
was shown, and the participant answered the same questions again
for this advisor. The questionnaire can be seen in Figure 2.

The experiment was then concluded, and participants were given
a small financial compensation. Note that exact reward structure
varied for the Online and In-Person studies. See Section 4 for more
details. Both protocols were approved by the University College
London Research Ethics Committee.

3.1.2 Conditions. We aimed to compare 3 representations for ad-
visors:

FB Full-body video, as if the advisor was present in the virtual
room (on the right in Figure 2)

HS Head-and-shoulders video, on a television in the virtual room
(on the left in Figure 1)

3D A 3D model, as if the advisor was using the model as an
avatar (on the right in Figure 1)

Each advisor would have one of three representations, and par-
ticipants would always have two advisors with different represen-
tations. One advisor spoke an ‘expert’ script. The other spoke the
‘non-expert’ script. This gave us six sets of data (expert in bold): FB
vs HS , FB vs HS, FB vs 3D, FB vs 3D, HS vs 3D, and 3D vs HS. To
avoid small cell counts we group conditions based on the expert,
giving us three conditions: FB-Expert, HS-Expert and 3D-Expert.

3.1.3 Variants. Though we only had three conditions, we wanted
to control for a variety of other factors may have had a confounding
effect on our results. These factors were: opposing representation
(e.g., FB vs HS, FB vs 3D), side of the expert (left or right), and
actor portraying the expert (see Section 3.2.2). This leaves us with
24 variants. To preserve statistical power, we assigned variants
to participants sequentially so that each condition had an equal
balance of each, but did not otherwise include variants in analysis.

3.1.4 Questions. To compare our results with the prior works, we
used a list of questions from the literature [29]. In prior work the
first two questions were considered practice questions and not in-
cluded in the analysis. We instead include all questions for analysis
as we were particularly interested to find out whether representa-
tions would have an impact on participants’ initial advisor selection,
as they had not yet had a chance to interact. Answers were 4-option
multiple choice. The ordering of the options was randomised be-
tween participants. To minimise the risk of participants already
knowing the answer to the question, we have specifically chosen
questions that are regarded as difficult, as demonstrated in the prior
work.

3.1.5 Expert vs Non-Expert Scripts. For every participant, one ad-
visor would read the expert script and one the non-expert. This
variation in responses was to give the participant a reason to try
both advisors. In our analysis, we can also use this to weigh the
impact of behaviour against representation for advisors. The expert
script answered 81% of questions correctly, while the non-expert
answered 40% correctly. These are the same counts as in [32], but

with the practice questions included. As in [32], the expert was
correct much more frequently than the non-expert, but was not
flawless. This was to avoid the expert seeming artificially perfect,
and to keep the participant trying both advisors.

When correct, actors delivered the text confidently, and the text
itself was kept short and simple (e.g., “The term was coined by
Gadamer”). When incorrect, actors would sound and act unsure,
and would give uncertain advice (“Not at all sure, but my guess is
Frank L Wright?”). Note that this was true regardless of expertise;
for the six incorrect answers given by the expert, for example, the
performance and text was uncertain.

3.2 Experiment Setup
3.2.1 Application. The study application was made with the Unity
game engine and was compatible with Meta Quest 1 and 2 headsets.
Care was taken to ensure the application was able to reach the
maximum frame rate of each device, and was free from stutters or
hitches. The application communicated with a server to distribute
conditions and to store results. Upon contacting the server, the
application was issued a five digit unique user identifier (UUID)
and a variant. This variant was temporarily claimed on the server
such that it would no longer be issued to connecting applications.
If the study was not completed after 24 hours, the claim would
expire, and the server would re-issue the condition. This system
was designed to allow multiple participants to complete the study
at the same time, without duplicating variants.

3.2.2 Representation Setup. Performances for the representations
were captured by recording video of two actors against a green
screen. We used two actors so that in variants where both actors
were visible, (e.g., FB vs HS), participants did not see two identical
advisors, which may have seemed uncanny. Actors were intention-
ally selected to be similar in appearance. Both actors were male,
and both actors were in their 20s and approximately 180cm tall.
The first actor can be seen on the left in Figure 1, and the second on
the right in Figure 2. Each actors was given both the ‘expert’ and
‘non-expert’ script, and therefore recorded two responses for each
question. For both advisors, when they are playing an expert advi-
sor role, they spoke with confidence with a decisive language. On
the other hand, when they were playing a non-expert advisor role,
they have said in a hesitant tone, often with more delays between
phrases.

Each actor recorded two responses for each question, one for
the ‘expert’ script, one for ‘non-expert’, giving us 4 videos total.
The videos were recorded at 4K resolution and 30fps with a Xiaomi
Redmi 4X. The camera was positioned approximately 2m away to
match the distance from the participant to the representation in the
virtual environment. The green screen background was removed
with Adobe Premiere. The timestamps for the response to each
question were stored in the study application, so the correct times-
tamp could be jumped to on-demand. Basic ‘idle’ behaviour was
approximated by looping the 4-5 seconds of video captured between
the actor’s responses to provide blinks and small movements. To
support the impression of an unbroken video stream, transitions
were masked by writing the video frame before jumping to texture,
and the post-jump video was blended with the pre-jump texture
over the course of 300ms.
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FB and HS used the audio and video performances of the actors.
For HS, the video was cropped to the head and shoulders. 3D only
used the audio performance. The FB and 3D representations were
turned to face the participant in the transverse plane. This was
to give the sense that they were looking at and talking directly
to the participant. The model for the 3D condition was sourced
from the Rocketbox library [15]. We selected the model as it was a
good match for the actors, appearing male and approximately the
same age and height. It did, however, differ from the actors in hair
colour and clothing. We applied a looping ‘idle’ animation to the
model to prevent it appearing unnaturally static. Unlike the other
representations, this movement was not linked to the performance
or current question. To give the impression of speech from the
model, we used a simple lipsync library to generate lip motions
from just the audio performances.

3.3 Outcome Measures
3.3.1 EASR. The primary outcome measure is the participant’s
Expert-Advice-Seeking-Rate (EASR). This is calculated by dividing
the number of times the participant asked for advice from the expert
by the number of opportunities the participant had to do so. For
example, if a participant asked the expert for advice four times out
of five questions, they would have an EASR of 0.8 over that window.

3.3.2 Self-Reported Trust. These are the responses to the post-
study questionnaire on trust, collected per-advisor. The trust score is
calculated by averaging the responses to the 6 questions participants
were asked about the advisor. As responses were recorded on a
seven point Likert scale, the trust score is between 1 and 7.

3.3.3 Slater-Usoh-Steed Presence Score. These are the responses
to the Slater-Usoh-Steed (SUS) post-study questionnaire on pres-
ence [36]. For this paper, we calculate a SUS score by averaging
the responses to the 3 questions participants were asked about the
experience as a whole. As responses were recorded on a 7 point
Likert scale, the SUS score is between 1 and 7.

3.3.4 First Question. This is the EASR for the first question. As
this occurs before participants have yet had a chance to interact
with advisors, we are interested to see if it reveals bias towards a
particular representation.

4 EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the protocol for the two experiments where
this differs from the core protocol described in Section 3.

4.1 Online
4.1.1 Participants. We recruited participants by making the ap-
plication available on online applications portals SideQuest4 and
XRDRN5. Of 118 downloads, 51 participants went on to complete
the study. However, 15 did not select an advisor at any point in the
study, and two only selected the same advisor for the entire study.
These results were therefore entirely excluded from analysis and
participant totals throughout this paper. The participant count was

4https://sidequestvr.com
5https://xrdrn.org/

therefore 34 for the Online experiment. Due to the nature of an in-
the-wild experiment, demographics information was not recorded,
beyond requiring participants to be over 18. To ensure that there is
no existing trust with the actors shown in the user study, eligibility
for the user study also included a restriction on prior connection
with the actors.

4.1.2 Questions. As Section 3.1.4, but rather than the full set of
32 questions, we selected 13. For these questions, the expert was
always correct, and the non-expert always incorrect, which is closer
to the ratios used in [29]. This change was on the basis that for an in-
the-wild experiment, a shorter duration and more straightforward
study would help maintain participant engagement.

4.1.3 Reward. Due to the difficulty in distributing vouchers inter-
nationally and the potential for abuse of the study system over the
internet, we distributed the reward to participants in the Online
experiment as a prize draw. After the participant completed the
experiment, they could send their UUID and their email address
to the experimenter using an online form. The experimenter con-
firmed the server records indicated the UUID had belonged to a
record that had completed the study, and the participant was added
to a list of possible winners. 6 prizes were awarded, with a total
value of £200 (GBP).

4.1.4 Procedure. Participants discovered the application on an
online portal, then downloaded and installed (‘sideloaded’) the
application on their Meta Quest 1 or 2 device. From here the experi-
ment proceeded using the protocol described in Section 3.1.1. After
the participant completed the experiment, they could submit their
UUID and email address on an online form to be included in the
prize draw. The total experiment duration was approximately 10
minutes.

4.2 In-Person
4.2.1 Participants. Wegathered participants through internal email
advertisement at University College London. 48 participants (22
male, 26 female) completed the experiment. Two of these partic-
ipants selected the same advisor for the entire study. As in Sec-
tion 4.1.1 these participants were fully excluded from our analysis
and participant counts, giving us 46 participants total.

4.2.2 Questions. The In-Person experiment used the full question
list as described in Section 3.1.4.

4.2.3 Reward. As participants were physically present, we gave
a reward rather than the lottery system used in the Online study.
We also reintroduced variable reward from [29]. The total reward
available was between £6 and £12. Participants were given a base
reward of £6, plus around £0.10 per question (summing to £3 should
participants answer every question correctly). Another £3 was pro-
vided for the correct answer to a ‘high stakes’ final question, as in
the prior studies [29, 32].

4.2.4 Two-Alternative Forced Advisor Choice. Motivated by the
large number of participants who selected no advisor in the Online
study (see Section 4.1.1), for the In-Person study we implemented
advisor selection as a two-alternative-forced-choice. Participants

https://sidequestvr.com
https://xrdrn.org/
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Figure 3: Online expert-advice-seeking-rate (EASR) by ques-
tion. An increasing EASR over time suggests participants
were able to identify which of the advisors was the expert.
Note these are smoothed with a window around the question
(n=7). Individual responses were noisy as participants tended
to alternate between advisors.

were thereby required to select an advisor before moving on from
a question.

4.2.5 Procedure. Participants came to our lab and were equipped
with a Meta Quest 2 head-mounted display. The experiment then
proceeded following the main protocol described in Section 3.1.1,
with the addition of the 2-alternative forced choice of advisor (see
Section 4.2.4). At the end the study, after all questionnaires were
complete, the experimenter calculated the total as described in
Section 4.2.3. Finally the participant was informed of what they
would receive, which was then distributed as an online voucher.
The total experiment duration was approximately 25 minutes.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Online
5.1.1 EASR over time. As in Section 5.2, we assess the participant’s
EASR by combination of question and advisor. This measure can be
seen in Figure 3.We follow the same process described above, group-
ing questions into sets of 6 and taking the average of each group. As
we have 13 questions for the Online study, question 7 is discarded to
avoid uneven group sizes. We then perform a mixed ANOVA with
1 between subjects factor (expert-representation: FB-Expert, HS-
Expert or 3D-Expert) and 1 within subjects factor (question-group:
1to6, 8to13).

The results were normally distributed as assessed by Q-Q plot.
There was homogeneity of variances and covariances, as assessed
by Levene’s and Box’s test respectively (p > .05). The results were
free of significant outliers.

There was no statistically significant 2-way interaction between
the expert-representation and question-group on EASR, F(2, 31) =
1.818, p = 0.179, partial [2 = 0.105. Expert-representation had no
significant effect on EASR, F(2,31) = 0.155, p = 0.857. Question-group

Figure 4: Online responses to the Slater-Usoh-Steed presence
questionnaire.

Figure 5: Online self-reported trust scores, averaged across
all representations.

had a significant main effect on EASR between the 8to13 group (M
= 0.515, SD = 0.291) and the 1to6 group (M = 0.417, SD = 0.198), F(1,
31) = 6.974, p = 0.013, partial [2 = 0.184.

5.1.2 Trust. We evaluate the participant’s self-reported trust score
for each representation as described in Section 3.3.2. These are
collected at the end of the experiment, so we should also consider
advisor expertise. We perform a mixed ANOVA with 1 between
subjects factor (expert-representation: FB-Expert, HS-Expert or
3D-Expert) and 1 within subjects factor (expertise: expert or non-
expert).

The results were approximately normally distributed as assessed
by Q-Q plot. As some of the plots were irregular, a Shapiro-Wilk
test of normality was also conducted and the results confirmed to
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Figure 6: In-Person expert-advice-seeking-rate by question.
As Figure 3, an increasing EASR over time suggests partici-
pants identified the expert advisor. Note these are smoothed
with a window around the question (n=7). Individual re-
sponses were noisy as participants tended to alternate be-
tween advisors.

be sufficiently normal (p > 0.05 for each cell). There was homo-
geneity of variances and covariances, as assessed by Levene’s and
Box’s test respectively (p > .05). The results were free of significant
outliers. Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumption
of sphericity was violated for the two-way interaction, p = 0.001,
so values below use Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment.

There was no statistically significant 2-way interaction between
the expert-representation and expertise on trust score, F(2, 31) =
1.252, p = 0.300, partial [2 = 0.075. Expert-representation had no
significant main effect on trust score, F(2,31) = 0.519, p = 0.600.
Expertise had a significant main effect on trust scores between the
expert group (M = 5.338, SD = 1.104) and the non-expert group (M
= 3.593, SD = 1.335), F(1, 31) = 38.975, p < 0.001, partial [2 = 0.557
(see Figure 5).

5.1.3 Presence. Responses to the Slater-Usoh-Steed (SUS) pres-
ence questionnaire as described in Section 3.3.3. Figure 4 contains
responses for the Online study.

5.1.4 First Question. We assess for the impact of the participant’s
first visual response to the advisors by comparing EASR for the
first question alone. Of the 34 participants, the proportions that
asked the expert were 4 of 9 (44.4%) in 3D-Expert, 5 of 14 (35.7%)
in FB-Expert, and 3 of 11 (27.3%) in HS-Expert. For this measure,
we tested for significance with Fisher’s test rather than the typical
Chi-Square. This is because in this case, 66% of the resulting 2 x
c table had expected counts greater than or equal to 5, below the
typical threshold of 80% used for Chi-Square tests. The result was a
non-statistically significant difference in proportions as assessed
by Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.823.

Figure 7: In-Person responses to the Slater-Usoh-Steed pres-
ence questionnaire.

Figure 8: In-Person self-reported trust scores, averaged across
all representations

5.2 In-Person
5.2.1 EASR over time. This measure can be seen in Figure 6. We
perform our tests as described in Section 5.1.1, but as we have
32 questions, questions 13 and 20 are instead discarded. We then
perform a mixed ANOVA with 1 between subjects factor (expert-
representation: FB-Expert, HS-Expert or 3D-Expert) and 1 within
subjects factor (question-group: 1to6, 7to12, 14to19, 21to26 or 27to32).

The results were approximately normally distributed as assessed
by Q-Q plot. There was homogeneity of variances and covariances,
as assessed by Levene’s and Box’s test respectively (p > .05). The
results were largely free of significant outliers, with the exception
of the 3D condition in the 1to6 group, which contained 2: a result
of 1 and a result of 0. We leave these as-is, on the basis that they are
present only in 1 of the 15 cells, and taken together will not affect
skew. Mauchly’s test of sphericity indicated that the assumption of
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sphericity was met for the two-way interaction, 𝜒2(9) = 14.99, p =
0.091.

There was no statistically significant 2-way interaction between
the expert-representation and question-group on EASR, F(8, 172) =
0.484, p = 0.867, partial [2 = 0.022. Expert-representation had no
significant main effect on EASR, F(2,43) = 0.273, p = 0.762. Question-
group had a significant main effect on EASR, F(4, 172) = 3.144, p =
0.016, partial [2 = 0.068. Looking further into pairwise interactions,
27to32 (M = 0.641, SD = 0.232) was significantly higher than 1to6
(M = 0.536, SD = 0.201), p = 0.044 (including Bonferroni adjustments
for multiple comparisons).

5.2.2 Trust. As in Section 5.1.2, we perform a mixed ANOVA with
1 between subjects factor (expert-representation: FB-Expert, HS-
Expert or 3D-Expert) and 1 within subjects factor (expertise: expert
or non-expert).

The results were normally distributed as assessed by Q-Q plot.
There was homogeneity of variances and covariances, as assessed
by Levene’s and Box’s test respectively (p > .05). The results were
free of significant outliers.

There was no statistically significant 2-way interaction between
the expert-representation and expertise on trust score, F(2,43) = 1.08,
p = 0.348, partial [2 = 0.048. Expert-representation had a significant
main effect on trust score, F(2,43) = 9.01, p < 0.001, partial [2 =
0.295. Pairwise interactions reveal significant differences between
HS-Expert and FB-Expert (p < 0.001) and between HS-Expert and
3D-Expert (p = 0.011). Expertise had a significant main effect on
trust between the expert group (M = 5.25, SD = 1.01) and the non-
expert group (M = 4.12, SD = 1.299), F(1,43) = 21.684, p < 0.001,
partial [2 = 0.335 (see Figure 8).

5.2.3 Presence. Responses to the SUS presence questionnaire as
described in Section 3.3.3. Figure 7 contains responses for the In-
Person study.

5.2.4 FirstQuestion. As in Section 5.1.4. Of the 46 participants, the
proportions that asked the expert were 7 of 16 (43.8%) in 3D-Expert,
11 of 14 (78.6%) in FB-Expert, and 6 of 16 (37.5%) in HS-Expert. This
is a suggestive but ultimately non-statistically significant difference
in proportions as assessed by the Pearson Chi-Square test, p = 0.057.

5.2.5 Final Question. To assess the impact of the ‘high-stakes’
question in the In-Person study, we compare EASR for this final
question alone. Of the 46 participants, the proportions that asked
the expert were 8 of 16 (50%) in 3D-Expert, 11 of 14 (78.6%) in FB-
Expert, and 10 of 16 (62.5%) in HS-Expert. This is a non-statistically
significant difference in proportions as assessed by the Pearson
Chi-Square test, p = 0.270.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Trust and Representation
Representation had a comparatively small effect on EASR through-
out. In both the Online and In-Person experiments, we found no
significant effect of representation on EASR at any stage of the
study. Additionally, observing Figures 6 and 3, we see little dif-
ference in EASR between representation, either initially or over
time. We expected that participants’ advisor selection for the very
first question would be a good indicator of implicit preference, as

it takes place before the participant has had a chance to interact
with advisors and thereby develop an understanding of expertise.
However, this too produced no significant impact based on repre-
sentation. For this first question, the results did suggest a slight
but non-significant preference towards FB-Expert for the In-Person
study. This was not replicated in the Online study.

Participants’ self-reported trust score was significantly affected
by representation in the In-Person experiment. In this case the
results were clear against HS-Expert, with significant differences
between this condition and the other two conditions. There were no
other significant pairwise differences. Supporting this, SUS presence
scores appear lower in conditions involving HS (see Figure 7). How-
ever, despite these differences in self-reported trust and presence in
the In-Person experiment, no difference was observed between rep-
resentations in the Online experiment. The In-Person experiment
is likely a better indicator, as the participant count was higher and
conditions could be more carefully controlled.

This result somewhat supports prior work, with some interesting
differences. Riegelsberger et al. [32] compared rich-media advisors
in the form of audio, video and a 3D avatar with a text-only advisor
when interacted with via computer screen. They found a significant
difference between rich-media advisors over the text advisor (p <
0.001, effect size not reported), but only non-significant differences
(p < 0.062) between rich-media advisors. As our advisors are rich-
media, this aligns with our result. Their results were, however, still
somewhat suggestive of less trust awarded to the avatar condition.
Similarly, Pan [29] performed a similar study comparing a physical
robot, and a 3D model and video on a computer screen, and also
found participants appeared to award significantly less trust to the
3D model initially, and were significantly slower to trust it than the
other representations.

As we replicate the work of Pan and Riegelsberger [29, 32] in
an immersive context, the discrepancy here is of interest. While
they observe less trust being attributed to their 3D model condition,
our 3D-Expert condition scores similarly to the others, and our
HS-Expert condition appears less popular. One explanation for
this discrepancy could be the different environments in which
these 3 experiments took place. [32] was on a computer screen,
while [29] placed digital advisors on a computer screen and the
robot physically adjacent to the participant. Head-and-shoulders
video is otherwise a very common teleconferencing approach, but
our study took place within a 3D virtual environment. Social VR
typically uses 3D avatars; in this context, the 3D model belongs,
but HS is incongruous. It is not commonly used for this purpose,
so is unfamiliar. It also has many visual differences to the virtual
environment in which it is placed, such as being captured at a
different resolution and frame rate, not receiving lighting from the
environment. It’s possible that participants are responding in part to
the coherence of the representation within the virtual environment,
and that representations which do not appear to belong are on
some level jarring to the user. However, it is worth noting that
EASR was no lower for the HS condition, either through analysis
of EASR or Figure 6. This suggests that while participants did not
respond as positively to the HS advisor, they implicitly still trusted
this representation to have good answers.
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6.2 Trust and Expertise
Expertise had a significant effect on EASR, consistent across both
the In-Person and Online experiments. In Figures 6 and 3, initial re-
sults suggest random selection: in the In-Person experiment, EASR
starts at approximately 0.5, while Online, initial EASR is around
0.35, as here the participants had three options (one advisor, the
other advisor, or no advisor at all). The following upward trend
in these figures indicates participants were then able to identify
the expert advisor and seek advice from them preferentially. We
also found a statistically significant effect of question number on
EASR between the first and last groups in the In-Person and Online
experiments, confirming this trend of increased EASR over time.

Self reported trust scores were significantly affected by expertise
in both the Online and In-Person experiments. These can be seen
in Figures 8 and 5. As these scores were collected at the end of the
experiment, participants had already spent time with the advisors
and come to conclusions about expertise, so this is perhaps not
surprising. Combined with the effect on EASR, though, this does
suggest participants were aware of their decisions about advisors
rather than it being the result of implicit bias.

This ability to identify the expert is notable. Participants were
not informed when they had answered correctly or incorrectly until
the end of the experiment. Participants were therefore required to
observe the performance of each representation and allocate trust
based on these performances. It is possible that a participant would
already know the correct answer to a question, and therefore decide
on an advisors expertise based on their own knowledge. However,
the questions posed were challenging and on a wide variety of sub-
jects [29]. To further avoid this possibility, the expert advisor script
also included incorrect and uncertain answers to a few questions,
so trust is built only in aggregate. As we found no significant dif-
ferences between EASR by representation (see Section 6.1), or any
confounding 2-way interactions, we can conclude that all represen-
tations were sufficient to impart these performances and expertise
information to participants at a similar rate.

This replicates the findings of [29] and [32]. In [29] we see a
very similar trend by question. [32] does not break down EASR
by question, but compares overall ASR and finds it significantly
higher for the expert. Our findings are effectively the same here;
regardless of representation, participants were able to effectively
identify expertise by the end of the experiment, and preferentially
sought advice from the more expert advisor.

6.3 Online and In-Person
In the Online study, 17 of 51 participants never selected an ad-
visor and were fully excluded from all analysis, as described in
Section 4.1.1. This was permitted under the Online experiment
study design, but made the results hard to interpret; it’s possible
these participants did not ask for advice intentionally, but it’s more
likely that they were either disengaged with the study, did not
understand the task, or associated asking for advice with some
negative repercussion. These issues likely arise at least in part from
attempting to replicate lab studies in an in-the-wild context [25, 37].

We made several changes to the In-Person design informed by
the above issues, described in Section 4.2. Despite these changes,
however, we find only small differences between the results of

the two experiments overall. In both the Online and In-Person
experiments, representation had no significant effect on EASR,
overall, per-question group, or the first or final question. The high-
stakes question in the In Person study therefore likely did not
have a strong effect on advisor selection. Despite the increased
incentive and greater question count, we did not observe a greater
improvement of EASR in the In-Person experiment over the Online
experiment; on the contrary, the effect size was slightly smaller.
One theory would be that making advisor selection optional helped
to filter out participants that were not fully engaged, as those that
were engaged sought the advisor without incentive in the Online
experiment.

6.4 Limitations
This experiments described in this paper are an attempt to compare
representations of users in mixed reality. As mixed-reality hardware
uptake remains low, gathering a suitable number of participants for
in-the-wild experiments is challenging. We therefore simulate the
above in a virtual reality context, with agents rather than avatars.
Our results should be considered with this in mind. Additionally,
while animations for the FB and HS conditions were based on actor
movement and varied for each question, the 3Dmodel used a simple
idle animation for the duration of the experiment. Motion-captured
animation may have been a fairer test. This condition did, however,
still perform well in our experiments.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we reported two experiments on trust in agent rep-
resentations. Our results suggested a strong effect of perceived
agent expertise on trust, across both experiments and all agent
representations. We also found some evidence that in our In-Person
experiment, full-body video prompted more trust than the head-
and-shoulders video more typical in teleconferencing applications.
Unlike in prior studies, the 3D model performed well on trust,
equivalent to full-body video and significantly better than head-
and-shoulders video. This could be a reflection of the immersive
nature of the study.

While our intention was to simulate mixed reality teleconferenc-
ing with these experiments, our results do indicate that the context
and environment surrounding the agent has a significant effect. An
interesting avenue for future work would therefore be to conduct
the same experiment in a head-mounted augmented reality display.
Here the 3D model may once again be perceived as incongruent,
and we may see different results. The lower trust apportioned to
the head-and-shoulders view is also interesting as this is currently
the most commonly available set-up for teleconferencing. Keeping
the head-and-shoulders within a frame was a choice designed to
emphasise familiarity, but it may be worth exploring other ways of
presenting video.
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